
Using children’s literature with adult 

language learners for literacy development



I want my students to feel less

intimidated when looking at a

printed page of words. I want them

to discover what reading might

offer. I want them to read with

their kids.

I work with adults who’ve emigrated from different

countries. I teach English. My class is made of adults who

are learning English and developing learning skills. My

students are the parents of young children.

Why?



Participants in this project

In my class, some students come from cultures where people

read (learning or pleasure); they can read their native language.

Some of my students come from a culture

where reading is discouraged, with little or no access to things to read.



Some of my adult students are functionally

illiterate and don’t read to their children because

they don’t know how to read.



What?

Use children’s literature with adult language learners.

Read story books that are alluring and level-appropriate

in order to:

❖ encourage reading outside the classroom

❖ build reading confidence

❖ encourage parents to read to their children

❖ plant a seed for a love to read

Having hard-copy books in hands, in class or homes, is invaluable. 



details

12 participants

put into practice

March thru June 2021

books read

 Nasreen’s Secret School: 

A true story from Afghanistan

 Something Happened in Our Town: 

A child’s story about racial injustice

 The Giving Tree



Positive changes happened! 

75% feel reading 

is less difficult
.     

42% feel reading 

now easier

42% not/less bored 

with reading

50% are comfortable 

when reading alone

50% added ‘kid’s books’ to 

their list of things to read



While discussing –

Something Happened in Our Town

“I like the story Emma’s mother used

to help Emma understand [behavior]

patterns and treat people fairly.” 

Adriana

“Because the kids understand and listen to 

their moms! And they change the pattern with 

the new boy. I like they listen their moms.” 

Lizeth



Summary

Over the course of this project, students read books that engaged them,

that prompted observations on real life and current events.

 I saw students light up with a new book.

 I let them keep a book longer than being used in class -- because they’d asked.

 I’ve listened to their pronunciation improve exponentially as they wrapped

sounds around the words printed on a page.

 Some took words from these stories and applied them in conversations.

 Some shared anecdotes from reading a book with their children.

Over the course of this project, I watched members of my class change

their relationship with printed material.



Observation ~

While changing books in a parking lot, I noticed

students as they received a new book. Some paused

and looked at the new book, studying its cover. I

watched as a few of them lightly traced a finger

over the cover, assessing the details.

This kind of behavior or interaction with a book

had not been seen before.



challenge

Time . . . more project than time available.

Class time was already reduced due to pandemic considerations.  Time also went to: 

◼ the Texas Freeze ◼ time to obtain intended materials

◼ Spring Break ◼ a week between Spring & Summer sessions

Adjustments made ~ 

1)  Reduced quantity of books; purchased three sets of books, not four.  

2)  Restructured class to allow more time for this project’s books.



How these funds helped . . .

This micro-grant afforded the purchase of books.



Week 3 with The Giving Tree . . .

“Teacher! Today, I understand the 

story!”  (She laughs.)  

“Before today, I did not understand.

Now I do. Wow! This story is a good 

story.” ( . . . still giggling.)

Rona



After this grant-funded project

My hope is to plant a seed for a love to read.  



Selina Keeton

Adult Education &

English Language Teacher

ASPIRE Family Literacy

Thank you ~


